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Skyx 
Spray your farm at the push of a button 
 

 

What is Skyx? 
Skyx is an agricultural-robotics technology company enabling 
modular swarms of autonomous spraying drones.  
 

Economic value and environmental impact 
Up to 50% reduction in chemicals thanks to our “spot spraying.” 
Better operational costs, accuracy, availability, and safety. 
 

$70B annual crop protection market, $2B opportunity 
$2B addressable market in the US and Brazil, based on applicable 
high-value crops in small/medium farms. Growers pay $30/Acre 
for chemicals + $10/Acre to spray and do it every few days. 
Examples in California: Rice: 436K Acres/1100 farms. 800 farms 
are 25-500 Acres. Lettuce: 250K Acres/1100 farms. 
 

Why now? 
Labor challenges are pushing growers to automate; environmental 
safety (and financial pressure) push growers to use less chemicals; 
crop imagery is available, but not actionable; and drones quality, 
prices, and regulations are ready for “real” applications.  
 

PASS Solution: Precision Agriculture Spraying Swarm 
A “ready to go” spraying solution. We assemble our proprietary 
hardware and software technology on drones and present an 
autonomous swarm that covers farms fast and precise, or “spot 
spray” unlimited number/sizes/shapes of zones in the farm to 
reduce chemicals. We use but don’t capture or analyze imagery. 
 

Core technology 
Proprietary swarming mission planning software, and real-time 
communication and computing for auto-piloting and control. 
 

Go to market strategy  
Our initial target market is high-value crops in medium-sized farms 
in California. We engage targeted growers directly, and sell in two 
ways: we either subcontract spraying to applicators (such as local 
drone pilots) or offer growers the ability to purchase the entire 
solution. Long term, our strategy includes partnerships with 
retailers that will provide drone spraying-as-a-service at scale. 
 

“Pay per spray” software business model 
We charge a fee per Acre sprayed by our solution.   
 

 

Company profile 
URL: https://skyx.solutions 
Sectors: Agriculture-Tech, Robotics 
Israeli LTD at 2017, US INC subsidiary  
CEO and founder: Eylon Sorek 
CTO and founder: Dr. Itzik Turkel 
Chairperson: Dr. Michal Devir 
Director: Dr. Sharon Devir 
Executive advisor: Henry Ancona 
Ag-mechanics advisor: Boris Bordman 
Accelerated: MassChallenge, IMPACT 
Prizes: Automatica 

 
Funding  
2017 by Rimonim Agro Fund I 
2018/19 by the Israeli Gov (non-dilutive) 
2018 EU SME Phase-1 (equity-free) 
2018 IMPACT (equity-free) 
2019/20 SAFE by two VCs + individuals 

 
Current status 
A commercially available product that 
has been demonstrated successfully in 
California. Signed contracts!  

 
Next step 
Execute our go-to-market strategy 

 
Ecosystem 
Spraying applicators (users, customers) 
Large growers (users, customers) 
Agriculture retailers (distributors) 
Drone manufacturers (design partners) 
Crop scouting (sourced imagery)  

 
Intellectual property  
Patent pending: “Managing a fleet of 
spraying aerial vehicles” 

 
Skyx at social networks 
Skyx at LinkedIn, Twitter, Crunchbase 

 
A few videos and publications 
1-minute video of Californian demos 
2-minutes overview video (marketing) 
Media coverage: UAS Vision, AgFunder, 
RobotUnion, DisruptorDaily, SNcentral 

 
Contact information 
Eylon Sorek, eylon@skyx.solutions  
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